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Summer 2022

 ● ICE London and the ECA hosted 

a symposium in July 2022. The 

symposium was held at the Les 

Ambassadeurs Club in Mayfair, 

London with the theme “Building a 

profitable and sustainable future for 

the casino industry.” 

 ●  The invited guests represented 

a wide range of suppliers and 

operators from the European land 

based gaming community. The 

topics of C-Level discussions were all 

determined by the attendees using 

the “open space” model, a format 

that is driven by the participants to 

reflect the issues that are important to 

their businesses.

 ● This report provides insight into the 

key discussions as well as drawing on 

additional industry data and insight 

to provide a view on the challenges 

and opportunities that are present in 

the European casino market today.

16 topics were put forward for discussion, with 13 of them 

discussed throughout the day (the remaining three are 

included as proposed topics, but were either part of other 

discussions or failed to attract broader participation). 

The above charts the interests in topics, based on the number 

of discussion participants that each of them attracted. 

This report is a selection of notes, outcomes and conclusions 

from select discussions. The purpose of this report is to zoom 

in on some of the key challenges, trends and opportunities 

within the industry, but to acknowledge the passion and 

interest for ICE London, as evidenced by the number of 

participants, we also report, separately, on the outcomes of 

that conversation. 

INTRODUCTION & CONTEXTTABLE OF CONTENTS

TOPICS OF INTEREST

ICE: land-based vs. online positioning on the showfloor

Land-based/online convergence

Digitisation of casinos

Casino as entertainment 

Workforce & talent

Stakeholder education

Metaverse, blockchain, crypto

Gen-z/esports customer

Harmonisation of legislation

Cashless: simplify land/online player experience

Embracing the customer

Recovery strategy

Emerging opportunities in Asia/Africa, MENA …

Other
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THE TOPICS  
PUT FORWARD  
AT THE START:

 ● How do we migrate online players 

to land-based venues? 

 ● How can land-based operators 

work together on developing their 

online presence to compete with/

against online specialists to grow/

take online market share? Offering 

existing customers the channel 

access they want and gaining new 

customers who may cross over to 

property visits.

 ● Appetite for online/land-based 

multi operators safer gambling/

compliance solutions.

 ● Integrating digital and brick & 

mortar; is there a hybrid model to 

develop? 

KEY TAKEAWAYS: “FOCUS ON SECURITY, KYC AND 
ONBOARDING TECHNOLOGIES IN THE EXPANSION 
FROM PURELY LAND-BASED TO ONLINE”

Context to conversations:

 ● Online is a priority for many, if not most, casinos, but it’s the KYC, on-boarding 

and security requirements of the license which are often the key challenges for 

them, and the most burning learning need  - could blockchain ease some of 

those pains? 

 ● While there is little hope for any type of standardisation of regulatory standards, 

the industry should press for more technological standardisation between the 

various providers. 

 ● Casinos should leverage trust and their social/community value through their 

physical representation, but need to be wary of their old-fashioned image 

hindering their ability to evolve and renew their player base.

 ● There is a clear need for one platform, possibly provided by ICE, to bring 

together all stakeholders to learn about shared challenges, learn about the 

latest technologies and discuss the most effective solutions. 

“Land-based casinos have trust on their side, 
which they can/should extend onto the  

online space.”

TOPIC: LAND-BASED/ONLINE CONVERGENCE
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TOPIC: LAND-BASED/ONLINE CONVERGENCE

TOPIC: CASINO AS ENTERTAINMENT

THE TOPICS PUT FORWARD AT THE START:

 ● What is the future: entertainment or 

pure casino? 

 ● What is our balance between 

gambling and entertainment: 50/50; 

80% of gambling? How do we make 

our money in the future?

 ●  Can casinos enlarge the scope of 

their entertainment by joining with 

cinemas, clubs, arts venue etc.?

KEY TAKEAWAYS: “PLAYING THE LONG GAME” 

Conversation context:

 ● Gaming is becoming a ‘secondary’ model for casinos, 

diversifying their revenue into entertainment. That 

model won’t work for everyone however. 

“Have suppliers caught up with 
that (diversification) trend?”

 
 ● Diversification of the casino revenue means physical 

changes to the casino floor and dedicating space for 

experience-driven environment. 

“Is it worth dedicating space to 
a product that’s declining in use 
among younger demographics?”

 ● When offering an entertainment that drives new 

types of players, it’s important to offer revenue-

driving products other than just gambling or creating 

physical zones on the casino floor dedicated to 

them, e.g. selfies, so popular amongst the younger 

demographics. 

“Cinemas can be very successful 
nowadays (e.g. Everyman cinemas 
in UK) by creating an experience 

that’s shared with friends or 
family, although doesn’t include 

interaction.” 

 ● Can casinos even attract gen-z? It’s a hard to attract, 

and then retain and convert this demographic, but 

introductory nights with free play and dedicated 

events can help to bring them in, but also to overcome 

the perception that casinos can be intimidating. 
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THE TOPICS PUT 
FORWARD AT THE 
START:

 ● How do we attract young 

talent into land-based 

sector? Online has 

abundance, while land-

based isn’t considered 

attractive enough.

 ● How to encompass and 

encourage more diverse 

workforce at C-suite level? 

KEY TAKEAWAYS: “CASINOS NEED TO ADAPT 
THEIR RECRUITMENT APPROACH TO THE 
DEMANDS OF THE CANDIDATE-DRIVEN MARKET”

 ● Nearly all casinos are struggling to attract and retain talent, which is a result 

of the post-pandemic workforce struggles shared with many other hospitality 

sectors, the industry’s image of an old-fashioned, not attractive environment 

lacking in purpose, and the executive boards out-dated views on the modern 

world of recruitment. 

 ● The mindset needs to shift to the management embracing the need for 

diversity and inclusivity in both the job descriptions and working environments 

themselves to attract women and other underrepresented groups, in particular 

younger workers.

 ● More flexibility is required too, e.g. flexi-pay and ability to self-plan shifts. The 

younger candidates are well educated and tech savvy, so will have researched 

the company before applying; it’s important to create the right, modern 

impression from the start, even before the employee enters the workforce.

“CEOs used to think employees were lucky to 
be offered a job, but now they are grateful for 

someone to accept a job offer.”

TOPIC: WORKFORCE & TALENT
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KEY TAKEAWAYS:  
“MIGRATION TOWARDS CASHLESS AS  
A WAY OF LIMITING THE AML BURDEN”

 ● Cash puts a significant burden on casinos to do affordability and AML checks, 

which are intrusive to customers, whilst at the same time a preferred payment 

option to them. 

“Even 80% of money circulating through  
a casino can be cash.”

“Casinos’ preferred option would be to transi-
tion to a cashless environment, even at the cost 

of losing some customers.”

 ● The trade-off of a move to cashless and resulting loss of some customers is 

becoming worth it, due to the financial implications of AML checks etc. Some 

casinos are already preparing for it by removing bill receptors and introducing 

top-up pre-paid cards. Ideally, regulation is streamlined to allow cashless in a 

standardised approach. 

 ● Online and land-based convergence under one brand would also simplify that 

process for casinos by creating one digital wallet accessible by the consumer. 

 ●  Although consumers are changing their preferences towards cashless, there 

are cultural differences, e.g. between the West and the East. Casinos that rely 

on Asian business, where attitudes towards cash are more favourable, might 

therefore suffer more business loss in the migration to cashless. 

TOPIC: 
CASHLESS: 

SIMPLIFY 
LAND/

ONLINE 
PLAYERS 

EXPERIENCE
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THE TOPICS PUT FORWARD AT  
THE START: 

 ● Hurdles in digital transformation.

 ● Embracing VR as the natural evolution of live  

dealer games (not only casino)

TOPIC: DIGITISATION OF CASINOS

KEY TAKEAWAY: “SAFEGUARDING THE SOCIAL EXPERIENCE UNIQUE TO 
CASINOS IN THE DRIVE TOWARDS DIGITISATION”

A number of technological innovations were discussed to 

enable digitisation of the casinos leveraging technology 

advancements, improving experience of the players and 

optimising the operations. Amongst them are: 

 ● Automation of operations and terminals that can offer the 

same experience as playing online, but in the land-based 

environment 

 ● Cashless and e-wallet solutions for easier payments and to 

tackle the AML challenges

 ● Player tracking on the casino floor to map out player 

journey on the floor for personalisation and for geo-fenced 

adds. 

 ● Crypto and digital payments 

 ● AR and VR as the big opportunity in casino gaming 

 ● Digital identification/digital passports 

Many of these solutions present challenges to be overcome, 

e.g.: 

 ● A 360 automation solution pulling the relevant digital 

technologies into one is needed for optimal operation 

 ● Regulations lag behind technology developments (e.g. 

crypto payments not a viable option until regulation allows 

them)

 ● Retaining the differentiation from the online experience by 

highlighting the social one offered by land-based casinos

 ● Security concerns to be overcome with digital passports 

and cameras 

 ● Risk of jeopardising existing customers used to and 

preferring the current offerings and not interested in 

migrating to digital solutions – need to safeguard existing 

revenue sources. 

 “ECA casinos report 75/25 revenue between slots and tables, although in 
France and Luxembourg, it’s 90 to 95% for slots and ETGs and only 5 to 10% 

for table games. “

Source: Finances Online
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THE TOPICS PUT 
FORWARD AT THE 
START: 

 ● All things ‘metaverse’ and ‘play to 

earn’.

 ● Blockchain technology and 

payments in casino.

 ● Crypto-in and crypto-out .

TOPIC: METAVERSE, BLOCKCHAIN, CRYPTO

KEY TAKEAWAY: “CASINOS ARE COMING TO THE 
METAVERSE”

 ● Casino in the metaverse could be what changes the way NFT is used by the 

gaming industry. The casino (in the metaverse) allows the customer to create 

their own slot games or play the games others create. These games will be 

NFTs.

 ● Regulators will get involved the moment betting starts on games to win 

competitions 

 ● Some casinos present in the discussions played with NFTs as an internal project 

in order to start introducing the concept to the teams. 

“You can draw on young and elder audiences 
with NFT and metaverse; you just have to 

communicate it properly.”
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ICE AT THE SYMPOSIUM 
Although the main objective of the meeting was to focus on the industry themes, ICE was clearly looming in the background, 

or perhaps at the forefront, of the participants’ minds, as evidenced by the popularity of the discussion on the future of the 

show, in particular the positioning of the land-based and online channels within it. 

The engagement and passion in the discussion is an expression of the importance that the participants attach to the show 

and its contribution to solving industry challenges and maximising the opportunities. It’s therefore appropriate that we report 

separately on the outcomes of that discussion as part of this report.

TOPIC:  
ICE: LAND-BASED VS. ONLINE POSITIONING  
OF THE SHOWFLOOR

THE TOPICS PUT 
FORWARD AT THE 
START: 

 ● ICE: dedicated live gaming 

exhibition pavilion.

 ● ICE: proportion of land based 

suppliers to online: should it be 

limited, go back to basics of casino 

and live together.

KEY TAKE-AWAY: CREATING A SPACE (NOT 
NECESSARILY PHYSICAL) FOR THE LAND-BASED 
INDUSTRY TO INTERACT

“Market cap value of the gaming industry is 
120bn but only 2bn is purely from land-based 

casinos, so there is a need for everyone to 
integrate with digital solutions and innovations, 

as the line between land-based and online is 
more and more blurry.”

 ● Some of the ICE stakeholders have called for a dedicated space for the land-

based component of the show, to facilitate this community, whilst the growth of 

online continues at ICE. 

 ● Separation of land-based and online would risk limited visibility and isolation 

from the rest of the show. 

 ● Ideas discussed included features such as dedicated meeting area, enhanced 

interaction pre-event and networking onsite, interactive maps enabling to 

create dedicated journeys. 

48%

9%

43%

56%

21%

23%

ICE LONDON VISITORS 
BY CHANNEL 

2022

2020

        Both        Land Based        Online
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Register now: icelondon.uk.com
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